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INTRODUCTION
The name and date of birth “inked” onto a person’s original birth certificate actually form what we call your
life blueprint of one’s entire life. The effect that both the name and date of birth have on the newborn child is
considered to be Program “A,” defining what the newborn’s full potential is in this lifetime. Admittedly other
factors such as the child’s initial launching through home environment, the structure and moral teachings of
their parents, the level of education, and the breaks that one may or not receive on the path of life will
influence life’s experiences as the person proceeds along the path of self-fulfillment.
Not everyone lives up to their full potential during the course of their lifetime, so it’s essential to know what
you were assigned at birth and where your journey truly begins. With this information, you are more likely to
improve your communication skills and enhance relationships with everyone in your life and those to come.
By understanding all of these aspects of yourself through this report, you will be more empowered to make
positive life decisions and set goals that can change and improve your life.

TAKE THE TIME TO GET TO KNOW YOURSELF
This blueprint report is for anyone wanting to have a better understanding of themself, seeking direction and
navigating on their path forward from feeling lost or unsure of their next steps on their journey. The report is
not meant to be a fast read; in fact, if you breeze through it, you may not achieve the best results. This report
is intended to be a powerful tool for self-improvement, which requires taking your time to let the information
settle in.
Your report is divided into four modules providing you with a deep dive into your character, development,
lessons and opportunities and so much more on a very personal level. From the information presented, you
will be able to assess your skills and qualities, and areas that need improvement. You will be empowered to
review and reconsider your aspirations in life, by setting goals to realize and maximize your full potential.
Life is constantly changing, constantly evolving. We need to learn who we are and how to flow with change,
how to move skillfully with it, rather than be a passenger on a roller-coaster ride. The more you know about
the path you were assigned at birth by your date of birth and full given name, the easier it will be for you to
navigate through life’s ups and downs, and the better equipped you will be to evaluate that original path with
the direction you find yourself in today.
The most important journey you will ever take begins with understanding yourself, your strengths and
weaknesses and divine purpose; only then can you learn to love yourself.
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YOUR LIFE BLUEPRINT REPORT
Think of this report as a navigation tool to accelerate the process for finding your purpose. Use it to stay on
course throughout your life. It will lead you to fulfilling experiences based on the self-aware choices you
make.
Your Life Blueprint report will explain and show you what your full potential is – from birth to advanced age –
and is similar to looking at a consumer report explaining the pros and cons of something you want more
information on that interests you. You will discover from your report what makes you different and unique
from everyone else.
The information put forth in this report will allow you to understand your strengths and those areas of your
personality which could use improvement. This information will help you make informed and responsible
choices to support your happiness throughout your life.
Your Life Blueprint is a synthesis of ancient and modern sciences, technology and mathematics, and wisdom
and knowledge.
Built on proven scientific algorithms and the timeless mathematics of Chaldean formulas (which are
measurable and predictable), MM2 provides an innovative approach to enriching one’s life as well as finding
one’s true soul purpose. We didn’t invent it; but we did discover critical missing parts. And we don’t tell you
what to do, we explain what you’re capable of becoming – and how to transition from where you are to where
you could be.

4-MODULE PROGRAM
MM2 has provided a complete description of what you will find in each section of the four modules. Prepare
yourself to be quite surprised and even shocked to discover what’s “under the hood” in your Life Blueprint
report. The content and recommendations presented in each unique report have been specifically tailored to
your name and date of birth to accelerate and identify the areas of development for your potential to enhance
your quality of life. An understanding of self should bring about a new mindset and new results.
Listed below are the four modules and components that you will find within Program “A” that MM2 offers for
those individuals who go by their birth name.
These modules form your development program and are designed to flow in a specific-numerical sequence
to be optimally effective for you – starting with Module 1 and ending with Module 4 – a process that will take
you through each module, one module at a time.
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THE PROCESS
Each module is set up to lead you to the next module in a precise order – on purpose – so you will
understand how each module operates. The components in each module must work independently – yet
together – in order for you to develop those areas known as your “obstacle” course. Your obstacle course is
what determines your personal development level in this lifetime which can take decades to master, if you
are not prepared to work through challenges that you may have avoided.
The individual modules will be explained in the order prioritized that starts with understanding your core
behavioral patterns (characteristics) – first – then identifying what challenges need to be identified and
mastered on an emotional and physical level (development cycles). While you are working through personal
difficulties, the life lessons can play a major role in slowing you down because they are intertwined with all
areas and control how fast you will work through your difficulties in this lifetime. While developing those
areas that have kept you from proceeding in your life successfully, you will then be ready to take advantage
of the opportunities that await you.
The four modules are all interlocked with each other like tightly-fitted puzzle pieces. Once you intellectually
understand your personal characteristics (behavioral traits), development areas, strengths and weaknesses
and how all of your components work or don’t work well together (compatibility wise) – then you will see the
big picture of who you are and how much more you can be.
It is highly recommended that you start with the first module. Proceed to the next module in sequence only
after you have “mastered” the concept of what’s in the current module. There is a lot of information about
you to digest, so take your time in reading through the content and recommendations designed especially for
you. Until you absorb the information provided in the first module, MM2 recommends you not
proceed to the next module.
Once you overcome life-assigned hurdles and are ready to move forward, opportunities will open up.
However, this process can take decades of work and depend on specific critical growth areas that affect
development assigned to everyone. If these areas are tackled and developed first, the assignments can
eliminate decades of hardships. For example, sensitivity and avoiding confrontation are the two areas
that affect all relationships, communications and personal behavior – either moving you forward when
addressed and conquered or keeping you stuck or sending you backwards.
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MM2 doesn’t claim that the report will give you all of the answers you are seeking but based on the personal
information provided, we are offering you vital information found in your Life Blueprint report which gives you
a pathway to discovering hidden knowledge about yourself – the master key to success and your happiness.
By studying your blueprint, you are making an investment into improving yourself, accepting responsibility for
your life, and taking conscious actions to discovering your unique purpose and fulfillment. This report is all
about you and how the information MM2 has provided to you can directly impact your life. Congratulations!

“An open mind with the desire to make changes in your life
will allow new possibilities and greater choices.”
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TIPS ON HOW TO BETTER UNDERSTAND YOUR LIFE BLUEPRINT
REPORT
To maximize the value of your report, you’ll want to take a few minutes to absorb the important
information found on this page.
The combination of your birth name and date of birth (written on your original birth certificate) are the
two components needed to generate your Life Blueprint Report (Program “A”) that will reveal what your
full potential can be in this lifetime.
If you legally changed your birth name, you will need the Life Blueprint report in addition to a Blueprint
Addendum report (Program “B”) that reveals what the effect is of the name change (a limited report).
The only two names that count are your birth name and your current full legal name. That means any
other legal names used in the past are no longer relevant for this exercise. Nicknames don’t count.
If you are not in agreement with some of the content, there are reasons why this may be the case. If
your name(s) were misspelled or your date of birth was written incorrectly, then your report would not be
correct. Many times, the name that was spelled on your birth certificate and the birth name you are
currently using may be two different spellings; hence, giving two different readings. If you’ve changed
your name legally, often times there is a conflict between the names, creating internal power struggles.
If you provided the correct information and still cannot identify with the details provided, it may be the
result of being out of touch with yourself and that can be fixed as you will see.
The younger you are, the less experiences you will likely have. In time, you will acquire more knowledge
to make better choices as you travel on your journey. Your Life Blueprint report will provide guidance
and prepare you for future challenges. Until those occur, some of the information presented may seem
unrealistic.
Reading through your report, you may notice recurring (identical) explanations in multiple areas and
think this is an error – that’s not the case. Your report is carefully calculated on information you provided
and is unique only to you. In cases where there are identical descriptions within a module, the
descriptions represent an area that you will need more work in to overcome an obstacle – that’s why
you were given the same assignment multiple times.
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Following is Your Life Blueprint Report
Written in a 4-Module Program

For
Karen Jane Webber
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MODULE 1: FOUR CORE CHARACTERISTICS
The following four behavioral traits (Intellect, Emotion, Personality and Purpose) make up your Core
Characteristics. Each plays a very specific role in your life – acting like an individual contributor. Imagine
coordinating all the contributors without a map to navigate your way.

YOUR INTELLECT #3
FIXED MINDSET: Impulsive/Creative
Intellect is your mental aspect and the controlling factor that determines your reality of receiving, perceiving,
and judging. It is the primary trait that influences all decisions you make based upon fixed mindsets and
interests.
You are likely to seek an opportunity that involves expressing your talent and creativity in words –
writing, speaking, singing, acting and other areas such as visual arts or arts education.
You will probably want to help people realize the magic power of cheerfulness and inspiration through
creative imagination and talents as an artist or performer. You have the gift of words, a quick sense of
humor, and no difficulty making friends. Your talents include writing, speaking, singing, or performing in any
other line of artistic endeavors. You prefer playing to working and can easily convert anything work related
into play. You are spontaneous; and tend to scatter your energies, talent, emotions, and money – try to
maintain a balance in your life. You get excited and lose interest easily. You can spin out of control if you
aren’t grounded enough. This is due to having the traits of a butterfly; wanting freedom without boundaries.
Remain grounded.
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YOUR EMOTION #22/4
NATURE: Passive/Controlling/Emotionally Sensitive
Your Emotion is a driving force behind human behavior and will be a factor in decisions you make based
upon your expression type and interests.
Your Emotional need is to attain higher aspirations with the potential of creating and building
foundations benefiting mankind.
Your emotional nature propels you to become a general builder or advisor/counselor with the potential of
creating foundations for great humanitarian work. You operate from higher aspirations for serving humanity
with a much greater energy and drive that represents hard work, discipline, organization, and the desire for
solid foundation and structure. You have the ability to make useful and practical things both magnificent and
uplifting as you strive for perfection. You need to cultivate a steadfast adherence to your ideals in the midst
of materiality and conflict. Your passive and rigid natures must be kept in balance so you remain in sync and
in control. Your desire for peace and no drama could easily hamper your success if you don’t diplomatically
stand your ground and learn to speak the truth without avoiding confrontation. Your nature requires that you
not go it alone, so it’s unlikely that you will become an entrepreneur unless you are in a partnership or have
financial backing. Develop your intuitive nature and be more flexible to change.
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YOUR PERSONALITY #9
CHARACTERISTICS: Nonaggressive/Compassionate
Your Personality forms the first real impression you make on others and is the physical aspect that influences
the way you come across to others; and how they are likely to react to you.
Your Personality gives the impression of being well-balanced, efficient, and a service-oriented
humanitarian.
You will be seen as a humanitarian, truthful, noble, and dedicated to the service of others. You are generous,
sympathetic, and a guardian of mankind. You appear to be romantic and an idealist. You are very much in
control of the image you send out to others. You are charismatic, but sometimes lack the force of following
though developing friendships – service to mankind tends to be your first priority. You can easily lose sight of
what’s important to you on a personal level. There will be a conflict between your personal life and that of
being a compassionate humanitarian if you don’t manage your priorities correctly. Your assignment is to
serve not save others.
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YOUR PURPOSE #13/4
TRAITS: Aggressive/Controlling/Impulsive
Your Purpose reveals your life’s mission and what you have available to express yourself in the world to gain
the most out of living. It’s what your higher self wants you to be but only you can decide if and how you wish
to accomplish mission goals.
You are likely to choose a career path as a visionary leader, who is charismatic, innovative,
creative, and strategic.
You were more likely born to take a leadership position where your creativity, original ideas and ambition are
best served. Seek a position as a spokesperson, manager or organizer. You have a talent for detail, hard
work, structure and foundation. You are a natural builder, controller and leader who inspires through
creativity. You also have a talent for writing, speaking and entertaining. That broad mix of behavioral traits
will cause conflicts between being aggressive, independent, impulsive and rigid. You need to balance those
traits or they can become potentially disruptive. You will struggle with wanting to play and the need to work.
Be flexible to change and remain grounded to avoid spinning out of control.

Once you have studied Module 1, then proceed to Module 2.
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MODULE 2: THREE EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT CYCLES
Emotional Development Cycles are unique to you. These areas are calculated into three age ranges from
birth to advanced age. Each age range is meant to be more progressive than the last one, so you become
further developed and integrated as a human being in order to achieve your full capabilities.

YOUR FIRST EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT CYCLE #4 = IS MOST CRITICAL
YOUR CHOICES HAVE CONSEQUENCES
AGE RANGE: 1 - 33
The First Emotional Development Cycle is the hardest to work through of the three development areas because it sets
the stage for where your journey begins. There are no quick fixes or short cuts to personal development. This age span
is where your inexperience may lead you to make decisions that impact the years to come from childhood into
adulthood.

This age range should be a cycle for putting your affairs in order, hard work, building solid
foundations for your life (work, career, family) and making changes to move forward.
In this development cycle, you probably started your journey off feeling fearful to venture out in the world by yourself
due to coming from a controlling or restrictive environment from childhood. It’s likely you would have begun working
early in life in order to have your own money and a feeling of some financial security. This period is about building or
rebuilding solid foundations in life based on your circumstances. It could be the beginning or ending of relationships,
getting married or divorced, or possibly a career move that is long overdue. The feeling of being trapped is certainly a
reason why you may struggle and put off the decision to make a change critical for your advancement if it affects your
financial security. You need to offload what’s no longer working for you in order to rebuild. This is a cycle for working
and is not a stage for pleasure or play – it’s a nose to the grindstone time. Be careful not to be rigid, you like to take
control and have things your way. You need to become more flexible if others are involved in the decision-making
process. Strive for balance – you tend to be too conservative in your thinking and not willing to take risks if it’s
financially based. If you avoid these obstacles that are for your development in your first cycle, you will carry those
obstacles into the next cycle until you have conquered those areas for your personal growth. Your decisions – past
or present – will determine your outcome.

Recommendations
Consider taking courses in personal development, counseling, and think about joining public speaking training like
Toastmasters to improve your communication skills and self-esteem. This will enhance your confidence and courage to
speak before strangers. Overcoming these obstacles is an investment in your future and key to your success. Find out
how public speaking improved the lives of many people and is actually the perfect tool to enhance your ability to
become more successful in communication and confidence.
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YOUR SECOND EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT CYCLE #2
AGE RANGE: 33 - 60
The Second Emotional Development Cycle goes from early adulthood into mid-life. This is a cycle to work
through decisions you made in the first age range that trapped you or you chose not to deal with at all. You
will attract lessons along your journey to work on until you have mastered those development areas assigned
to you at birth. There are no quick fixes or short cuts to personal development. Each age range lesson helps
you become progressively more developed as an individual.
This age range is a slow cycle and is about achieving harmony – work on relationships, get over
your sensitivity and learn self-expression.
In this development cycle, you need to work on being more receptive and cooperative with others on a
personal and business level. You will attract relationships that challenge you to express yourself and
eventually force you to confront and stand your ground in any circumstances. As long as you are afraid to
express yourself, you will draw more conflicts to you like these to resolve. It’s essential that you work on
personal relationships, either getting out of or into one.
Avoid the tendency to be overly emotional and sensitive, as this period generally has to do with ending or
starting a new relationship. You are likely to choose a dominant partner because this characteristic requires
a companion for life. You need to work through being passive – learn to communicate with your partner
instead of going within and remaining silent. After you’ve developed yourself, you may change partners again
based on overcoming areas that kept you stuck, controlled, subdued, or unable to express yourself.
You will move on to find a relationship that allows you to express yourself freely without the internal conflicts.
You may retreat, go within and harbor anger if you don’t resolve personal issues or elect to remain compliant
and afraid to communicate. If you are unable to stand your ground this may cause emotional or internal
health issues because you are not living up to your full potential. This is the most important development
area to conquer. This behavior affects all other areas. The end result is either fast tracking you forward
or it will close your doors of opportunities.
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YOUR THIRD & LAST EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT CYCLE #6
AGE RANGE: 60+
The Third and Last Emotional Development Cycle is from mid-life to advanced age. It’s the final emotional
development stage for you to work through any remaining obstacles or challenges left over from previous
years. By now you should know how to better yourself. You may still be work-in-progress. Maybe you think
it’s too difficult at this stage of life to resolve what you’ve avoided for so long. It will require an investment of
time, emotions, and money to navigate the remainder of your journey – and it will be worth it.
This age range should be a domestic cycle that revolves around relationships: marriage, divorce,
family, and community service.
This development cycle is a domestic period that focuses on responsibility and adjustment in the affairs of
home, family and community. You may end a relationship or enter one. Deal with family responsibilities, work
on relationships, change careers or make decisions pertaining to your personal life including retirement. You
may have fallen into a routine of caring for others and therefore have a hard time expressing your true
feelings for fear of hurting others because you are a pleaser. In this period, you need to learn to express
yourself in order to stand your ground without feeling submissive. Make decisions that are in your best
interest, not others. You must set boundaries so others don’t take advantage of your good nature.
Regardless of your direction, happiness and decisions will be based on whether or not you can
express your likes and dislikes.
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MODULE 2: FOUR PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT CYCLES
Physical Development Cycles are unique to you and are calculated into four areas. The first, second, and
third development cycles are challenges that have an associated age with each cycle for the purpose of
guiding and developing you throughout time. The fourth development cycle is your main challenge and is felt
throughout your entire life. This challenge influences all of the years of your life where the others are for a
stated period of time. The main challenge will have an impact on any situation that arises in your life’s
experiences. Tackling obstacles early on will put you on a fast track.
NOTE: The descriptions in all four age ranges can beidentical, or a mix of some of the same
descriptions, or different descriptions. If these descriptions repeat themselves, it’s because the
development area assigned to you was the biggest barrier to overcome and needed to be repeated in
multiple cycles for resolution. If you get a free pass in all four-challenge areas, that would mean you will pass
through this life without being subjected to experiencing major difficulties (unless you choose them, which is
always your choice).

YOUR FIRST PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT CYCLE #2 = IS MOST CRITICAL
YOUR CHOICES HAVE CONSEQUENCES
AGE RANGE: 1 - 33
The First Physical Development Cycle starts in childhood and continues into early adulthood. It’s the hardest
development area of all to work through. Most young adults are not prepared to go out into the world by
themselves. The journey generally becomes a test of character until they are able to overcome areas that
keep them stuck and struggling. Decisions made as a young adult are influenced by how they were raised
and treated by their parents or guardians.
This age range should be focused on self-improvement by overcoming your insecurities and
sensitivities and learning how to develop self-esteem, self-expression, and confidence.
In this development cycle, you are unable to confront difficult situations by speaking up for yourself. Instead,
you remain compliant and a peacemaker avoiding confrontation at all costs. You may be seeking a partner
for emotional and financial security. You’ll either look for a relationship or end one. You attract experiences
and relationships that force you to overcome insecurities by working through a difficult relationship or multiple
relationships. If you came from an abusive childhood environment to start with, embracing change to move
forward in life may be a barrier until you work through personal issues that you’ve avoided. If you vacillate to
please others, you will accomplish nothing. You may find it hard to forgive and forget, especially if you are in
a controlled environment or manipulated in any way. Learn to build your intuition and abilities. Your
decisions – past or present – will determine the outcome.
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YOUR SECOND PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT CYCLE #4
AGE RANGE: 33 - 60
The Second Physical Development Cycle starts in early adulthood and continues into mid-life. This is where
you will work through difficulties resulting from decisions you made in the first physical development cycle
and where you experienced unfavorable consequences trapping you from moving ahead in your life. This is
a work-in-progress cycle to set boundaries, express yourself, and continue on a path for personal
development and growth.
This age range is about making changes on a personal or business level to move forward in your
life.
In this development cycle, it’s likely you will establish a solid foundation and order in your life. Do not to allow
family members to control you. Let life unfold naturally. You are meant to give form to ideas for the benefit of
others. Pay attention – do not be opinionated, rigid, or stubborn. It can hold you back from success and
advancement. This period is about offloading old ideas and programs that no longer serve you. Venture out
of your secure environment and rebuild your life. Financial security is important to feel safe, it’s likely you will
delay making decisions until you are ready to for a change. Your sense of responsibility outweighs risk
taking, which can hold you back if you are responsible for others. You will not relinquish your responsibilities
for the sake of what you need to change in your environment. You can end or start a relationship during this
time, change jobs, relocate or rebuild in some way. Let go of the old – for the new is essential. Your
decisions – past or present – will determine the outcome.
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YOUR THIRD PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT CYCLE #2
AGE RANGE: 60+
The Third Physical Development Cycle is from mid-life to advanced age. By this time, you should have
learned – or come close to – setting healthy personal boundaries attributed to a strong sense of identity. It’s
necessary to speak the truth and protect yourself from being manipulated, used, or violated by others. To
maximize the best results during this period, tackle remaining fears or hurdles that need to be overcome in
this lifetime.
This age range is about moving past the last of your insecurities to become more self-assured,
authentic and pro-active.
In this development cycle, you will find this a better time for partnerships and associations than individual
endeavors because you prefer companionship to going it alone. This is a time for peace and harmony in your
life. You may be in a good relationship or you may be ending or starting a new one. Learn to trust your
intuition. It’s important to overcome your sensitive nature. It may prevent you from confronting situations
where you would rather walk away to avoid drama or hurting someone’s feelings. In order to be more
straightforward in relationships, you must be genuine with others, especially yourself, if you want to speak
the truth and take your power back. Your decisions – past or current – will determine your outcome.
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YOUR MAIN PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGE #2
AGE RANGE: YOUR ENTIRE LIFE
The Main Challenge assigned to you is felt throughout your entire life (from birth to advanced age) and is the
biggest challenge you will face in your lifetime. This particular challenge, if not mastered, will impact all areas
of your life and slow down your personal development.
The main challenge is for you to move past insecurities, sensitivity, being overly submissive, and
unable to face confrontation.
During this lengthy challenge period, you will need to break free from resistance and procrastination. Find
internal motivation to overcome barriers that keep you stuck and struggling. Avoid the tendency to become
“subservient.” Develop a broad viewpoint and confidence. Use your talents. You will not accomplish anything
by vacillating to please others. Trust your intuition. You seek peace, harmony, and require a companion on
the journey for emotional and financial security. It’s likely you will be changing partners until you tackle not
wanting to deal with drama or dysfunction. When you express your likes and dislikes, stand your ground, and
speak the truth – you will be able to take your power back. Until then, you probably will tolerate being in a
controlling environment, remain passive, and a peacemaker – avoiding confrontation at all costs. This is a
lifetime challenge for you to tackle those areas of personal development to find fulfillment by
taking your power back and expressing yourself without being controlled or manipulated.

Once you have studied Module 2, then proceed to Module 3.
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MODULE 3: EIGHT LIFE LESSONS
Your eight (8) Life Lessons play a major role in your overall development and are unique to you. Each of
these lessons is assigned a rating that pinpoints areas you are deficient in, making it easy for you to prioritize
the lessons to conquer first above all others. If the rating falls below the minimum requirements, the lesson
will be identified and explained in your report. Those Lessons that meet minimum life requirements will not be
addressed but that doesn’t mean you don’t need to make any improvements in those specific areas.
When life lessons are developed, they enhance your personal growth. If you choose not to develop areas
identified as challenges, those lessons left unresolved will affect your ability to live up to your potential
assigned to you at birth and make your journey much more difficult.
Listed below are the eight life lesson categories that play a major role in your overall development:
Lesson #1: Develop leadership skills
Lesson #2: Overcome sensitivity & avoidance of confrontation
Lesson #3: Develop creativity & self-expression
Lesson #4: Establish stability & security
Lesson #5: Manage freedom, change & responsibility
Lesson #6: Work on relationships & service to others
Lesson #7: Balance intellect & spirituality
Lesson #8: Attain ambition & success
The Life Lessons checked below represent areas you need the most improvement in. They should be your
top priority to work on in order to speed up your personal development.
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Your Lesson #2: Overcome Sensitivity & Avoidance of Confrontation
Developing Lesson #2 is critical to expedite your overall personal growth. This is one of the
two key development areas that determine your success in life. Overcome emotional sensitivity by
dealing with conflict avoidance (confrontation) to move forward in relationships and achieve your
goals. You must be able to speak the truth and stand your ground to avoid manipulation from
dominant people. Public speaking is the best resource to build confidence and communication skills at
the same time. Others seek counseling, classes, and support groups to deal with past abuses, drama,
or dysfunction that blocked progress moving forward in their life. It’s important you resolve this critical
lesson as quickly as possible – it affects every aspect of your life.

Your Lesson #3: Develop Creativity, Self-Expression & Communication Skills
Developing Lesson #3 is critical to expedite your overall personal growth and is the second
key development area that determines your success in life. Lessons #2 and #3 must work together in
a team effort for effectiveness. Develop those two key lessons so you can express yourself with
confidence. When you are able to confront, you are able to communicate, which leads to developing
your creativity with freedom of expression. These behavioral traits are joined at the hip. Untangling
them requires a commitment on your part to conquer fears that keep you stuck and struggling. Feeling
confident and secure will open doors to pass through leaving behind a chapter that’s been resolved
and is no longer an obstacle on your path.

Your Lesson #4: Establish Life’s Foundation – Stability & Security
This lesson requires you work on not being opinionated, stubborn or rigid. You react unfavorably to
change and innovation because you are a perfectionist with high-work ethics. Bring forth ideas to
fulfill others’ dreams as a builder, but be careful not to be to set in your ways, it may be detrimental to
your success. Learn how to discard things no longer useful or valid. Be careful of narrow-mindedness
in your viewpoint. Cultivate a broader outlook. It’s essential that you become more flexible to change
and less controlling without being fearful.
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Your Lesson #5: Manage Freedom, Change & Responsibility
This lesson requires you to maintain balance in your life due to your need for freedom and change
without avoiding your responsibilities. Unless you control impulsive behaviors, you can spin out of
control by cutting and running. It’s essential for you to remain grounded and avoid making
spontaneous decisions that you may later regret. Cultivate concentration and learn the right use of
freedom. Remain grounded and manage restlessness to control your life, or real success may never
be fully achieved. Though you resist confinement, you need to build a solid foundation to go home to.

Your Lesson #7: Balance Intellect & Spirituality
This lesson requires you to develop technical and intellectual skills. Seek deeper meaning in your life
to understand what faith means as you pursue knowledge and truth. It’s important to find creative
outlets, join social activities and stay physically fit in order to remain balanced as you will be less likely
to retreat and remain secluded. Avoid becoming an introvert, loner, or hermit-like. It will limit the
experience of the finer things in life you need to encounter – which is the joy of livi ng and
relationships. Engage in creativity and sports; two elements that will help maintain balance for an
intellectual who may become top heavy and self-absorbed.

Your Lesson #8: Attain Ambition & Success
This lesson requires you learn lessons about money, the hard way, by accumulating debt.
Understanding how to make, manage, and spend money is essential in your being able to keep it.
You will learn to respect the freedom money brings once you’ve balanced the spiritual and material
planes to bring harmony in your life. Without including the spiritual side, which brings balance, the
drive for materialism alone can create negative results. It’s essential to develop perspective about
becoming obsessed with things and possessions. Exercise power with justice to remain humble.

Once you have studied Module 3, then proceed to Module 4.
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MODULE 4: FOUR OPPORTUNITY CYCLES
There are four Opportunity Cycles that identify your overall potential for success assigned to four different
age ranges of your life that orbits your relationships and business dealings. Special opportunities present
themselves during your life span as if doors will open to an expanded life. These opportunities will come and
go. When you are ready to act, you can bring about shifts in career, mental outlook, emotional attitude,
relationships and focus on goals. Positive steps allow you to make strides in personal development,
overcome areas that trapped you in the past or prevented you from taking advantage of an opportunity
offered during your life.
If the Opportunity descriptions are identical in any of your four age ranges, it’s because that
potential was assigned to you more than one time and is not an error on the part of MM2. The
descriptions in your report are based upon mathematical and algorithmic calculations determined from your
date of birth and therefore, the information is accurate.

YOUR FIRST OPPORTUNITY CYCLE #6 = IS MOST CRITICAL
YOUR CHOICES HAVE CONSEQUENCES
AGE RANGE: 1 - 33
The First Opportunity Cycle is most critical because the decisions you make during this age range have a
far-reaching impact on the rest of your life. This period of time starts at birth and lasts between twenty-five
and thirty-five years.
This age range emphasizes duty, responsibility, love of family, community and relationships.
This cycle will support the needs of others through teaching, counseling, caregiving, and healing on a
domestic level. Be careful not to put others before yourself during this time. You tend to be a pleaser and
nurturing. You over commit to others because of your sense of duty and protective nature. This cycle deals
with relationships ending and new ones beginning. Domestic issues left unresolved in family matters such as
a pending marriage, divorce, family responsibilities, or community need to be addressed. Harmony and
balance must be restored in your life. You are a nester and require a loving and secure environment. You
need to work on overcoming insecurities – if you avoid confrontation – that deal with drama or
dysfunction in order to fully express yourself.
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YOUR SECOND OPPORTUNITY CYCLE #8
AGE RANGE: 33 - 42
The Second Opportunity Cycle brings about door-opening opportunities, provided you are working through
barriers that trapped you in the past. This period of time will last nine years.
This age range is an excellent period for more education, financial gain, and recognition of
success.
This cycle is a period centered around relying on your ability to make sound judgments, not blind luck, if you
want to obtain the type of position you seek. Be careful managing your financial affairs in this cycle since
there is a tendency to overspend and get into debt for the sake of image and how you want others to view
your success. All kinds of financial opportunities should show up during this time. Pay attention to
possibilities as they surface and be ready to move forward. Build your portfolio based on accomplishments.
It’s important to balance spirituality and materialism for complete harmony to achieve your goals. Without this
balance, the power of freedom that materialism brings can lead to unhealthy decisions such as lack of
compassion toward others and arrogance. If you are struggling financially in this cycle and can’t seem to get
ahead, it’s probably because life’s inhibitors have become barriers to achieving your desired goals – or not
overcoming a lack mentality. Concentrate on resolution of obstacles that stand in your way. Get back
on track and find new opportunities to redirect yourself and attain financial freedom.
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YOUR THIRD OPPORTUNITY CYCLE #14/5
AGE RANGE: 42 - 51
The Third Opportunity Cycle will make you feel ready and confident to take on new opportunities – more
than past cycles. Opportunities include getting your affairs in order and making decisions you've put off. This
period of time will last nine years.
This age range can be a challenging time for you due to wanting to make changes in your life,
cutting and running from feeling trapped, bored or desiring your freedom.
This cycle is a period that requires a balancing act to move forward when you have the desire to conquer
and resolve fear-based obstacles that stop you from making progress. Wanting to be independent to pursue
freedom is the key. Avoid becoming so dominant that you butt heads with others trying to resolve your
differences. Compromise is essential during this period since you tend to be controlling and aggressive.
Progress requires you get out of your comfort zone and seek new opportunities. If all plays well, you will
likely rebuild on a personal or professional level. Be careful not to become so impulsive that you create
hurdles. Your decisions must be well thought out. It’s likely you will experience a mix of conflicts that occur
between your competing personal traits. This cycle will be a balancing act – due to liking things your
way – or you will be ready to progress, rebuild, and move forward.
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YOUR FOURTH OPPORTUNITY CYCLE #1
AGE RANGE: 51+
The Fourth Opportunity Cycle can be exciting and rewarding – it will move you toward fulfilling goals that
should have an enormous impact on what you will experience in this latter part of life based on your choices.
This period of time is the fourth and final opportunity cycle that lasts the remainder of your life.
This is when you make decisions in the latter part of your life to aggressively make changes to
better your future.
This cycle is a period to decide what your next move will be: retire, travel, start a new career, end or begin a
new relationship. By this time, you should have resolved areas blocking progress so you can plan the rest of
your life or it will be a continual work-in-progress cycle. At this stage, your desire is to move forward to
implement your goals more than ever.

Once you have studied Module 4, you will have completed
the MapMe2 accelerated personal development program.
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SUMMARY
Your Life Blueprint report is valid for a lifetime and what you were assigned at birth as your full potential. The
combination of your free will, choices, opportunities and experiences will determine the roads you will travel
on in this lifetime. Until you understand the role each of your behavioral traits play along with your
development areas and lessons, it will be more difficult for you to fully understand how to navigate on your
journey to take advantage of your opportunities without a navigation tool to guide you.
This report will provide you with vital pointers to help you build an effective strategy to reach your goals. We
don't claim that this report gives you all the answers, but you'll find important insights and useful life tips to
find your place and connect.
You probably won’t be completely happy without understanding and accepting who you are. If you cannot
find happiness inside yourself first, you won’t find it in the outside world or in a relationship, because no
matter where you go, there you are. Learning to find inner contentment in any situation is the essence of
happiness.
Knowledge is power and seeing the big picture of who you are will have a powerful and lasting impact on
your life which in turn, will help you choose a path that gets you closer to finding your unique purpose and
fulfillment.
Your free will and choice will determine if and when you will tackle the difficult areas in your life: earlier on,
mid-life, later in life or chose to do nothing this lifetime. Sooner or later, you must master the
experiences you were assigned in order to graduate to your next level of development to
transform into a higher realm of consciousness. This does not happen overnight and it requires
you to do the work.
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